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The Problem
– Low health literacy
• 40% of Americans lack sufficient skills to read and
understand the back of a prescription bottle

– Counterproductive health beliefs
• 46% of Americans believe that “it seems like almost
everything causes cancer.”

Searching for Solutions
– Need a solution that reaches low literacy audiences
and counters negative health beliefs
– Is this a communication issue?
• Hard to improve literacy
• Beliefs may stem from failed comprehension

Problem Solved?
– Plain Language Movement
• “clear, straightforward expression, using only as many
words as are necessary” (Eagleson, 2008)
• “opposite of gaudy, pretentious language” (Garner,
2001)
• No “gobbledygook” (Chase, 1953)

– Federal government goin’ plain

Plain language in theory and practice?
– In theory
• “It is not baby talk” (Eagleson, 2008)

– In practice
• Baby out with the bathwater
– Everything cut
– Implemented haphazardly
– Not implemented

Implementation Issues
– Little to no research
• How it is supposed to work is unclear
• That it works is unclear

– Glittering generalities
• Need more message-specific recommendations
supported by concrete research

Example: Scientific Uncertainty
– No “gobbledygook”
• Gobbledygook in science = scientific uncertainty
• Idea: Less uncertainty = more plain

– Questions?
• Is certain science more plain?
• Is certain science easier to understand?
• Is certain science a problem?

Is certain science a problem?
– Everything causes cancer
• How do doctors know what medical research to act on?
• Uncertainty is a filtering mechanism

Is certain science a problem?
– Experimental study of streamlined news
• Participants read either streamlined or hedged versions
of cancer news articles
• Hedging attributed to primary or secondary scientists
• Dependent variable: Scientists credibility
• Hedged science attributed to primary scientists
improved scientists credibility

– Uncertainty + Scientist = Credibility
• Popper said this about a half century ago

Plain Language: Future Directions
– More message-focused research
– Focus on what we need to leave in
• Plain language researchers talk about the “core
message,” but it remains undefined

